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Abstract. Dynamic constraints arise at control of the robot moving in the neighborhood of other robots. In 
this case, together with ensuring stability of the robot in a goal point it is necessary to provide instability for 
the robot in the area of state space where is some other robot. For the solution of this task, we use a new 
method of symbolic regression - a method of binary variational analytical programming. The new method 
has advantages in comparison with genetic or analytical programming in case of performing crossover, and 
it uses the principle of small variations of the basic solution to increase the efficiency of an algorithm of 
search of the optimal solution. 

1 Introduction  
Solution of control tasks for robot movement originally 
involves providing stability of the robot concerning the 
set of points in state space, then building trajectories of 
robots movements. The trajectories consist of points of 
state space. To design trajectories, engineer must 
consider various constraints including the dynamic 
constraints arising because of presence of other robots in 
the neighbourhood of the trajectory. The problem of 
control of movement of stable robot concerning some set 
of points in a state space does not cause big difficulties. 
It is enough to set a point in the state space, and the robot 
because of property of stability itself will be going to it. 
Difficulties in control arise when the constraints in the 
neighbourhood of the robot appear. The most complex 
problem arises when some other moving robot creates 
the constraints. If we know the paths of the other robot, 
then to avoid collisions we can construct such 
trajectories of stable points in the state space that both 
robots can move without collisions among them. The 
most complex problem arises when in the 
neighbourhood of the robot there appears another robot 
with unknown direction of the movement. In this case, 
creation of trajectories of stable points in the state space 
is impossible because of difficulty to predict real 
position of other robot. In practice in these cases a 
control system turns on a special mode which has the 
main objective to avoid collision with the disturbing 
object. 

In this work for the solution of the stated problem, 
we use a method of synthesis of “stable-unstable” 
control. The synthesized control system in the form of 
feedback function depending on a state of the object has 
to provide stability of the object concerning one given 
point of state space and instability concerning other point 

of the state space. We deliver two types of points of state 
space to an input of a control system. The points of the 
first type define the goal of the movement of the robot. 
The points of the second type determine space 
coordinates of the disturbing robot. For the second type 
points, we determine also the area of instability. The 
synthesized function of control together with the set of 
two-type points in the state space defines mathematical 
model of the control object in the form of system of 
ordinary differential equations with special points of two 
types, a stable point of the goal of the movement and an 
unstable point to avoid a collision with the disturbing 
robot. For the second point we set the limited area of 
instability. To solve the problem of synthesis of stable-
unstable control, we use a method of symbolic 
regression [1-3].  

Application of numerical methods of symbolic 
regression for the solution of the problem of synthesis is 
already known [3-9]. Unlike the known numerical 
solutions of the synthesis problem, in the present work 
we use a new approach of synthesis of stable-unstable 
control of a plant. Moreover, the known methods of 
symbolic regression have an essential shortcoming for an 
algorithm of evolutionary search. In these methods [1-9] 
at search of the optimal solution by a genetic algorithm, 
it is necessary to carry out the main crossover operation 
in certain points, or it is essential to adjust the new 
solution after accomplishment of the crossover. Use of 
the principle of small variations [10] of the basic 
solution, as in variational methods of genetic and 
analytical programming [11-13], does not significantly 
change the situation. It is possible to obtain an incorrect 
code after some variations, and this requires a correction 
of the code. It leads to consumption of computing time 
and breaks the principle of small variations. 
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To search for a solution, we use a method of binary 
variation analytic programming [14] in its complete 
form. The method codes mathematical expressions in the 
form of a copmlete binary computing tree and in the 
computer memory in the form of the ordered limited set 
of integers. Nodes of the tree-graph are connected with 
functions with two arguments. Edges of the graph are 
connected with functions with one argument. Leaves of 
the tree or source-nodes of the graph are connected with 
arguments of mathematical expression or with unit 
elements of functions with two arguments. Functions 
with one argument includes the identity function. To 
expand a class of required functions, we add constant 
parameters to arguments of mathematical expression. 
The proposed method of complete binary variation 
analytic programming allows carry out crossover 
operation in any point and does not demand correction of 
a code at any variations. We look for values of 
parameters together with structure of mathematical 
expression. 

2 Problem Statement  
Consider formal problem statement of synthesis of 
stable-unstable control. 

Set a model of control object 

                                  )( ux,fx �� ,  (1) 

where x  is a vector of state, n
Rx� , T

n
xx ][ 1 ��x , 

u  is a vector of control, m
Ru� , T

m
uu ][ 1 ��u , 

nm � . 
Set constraints on the control 

                                  m
Ru ��U ,  (2) 

where U  is a compact set. 
Set a terminal point 

                                  n
Rx �* .  (3) 

Set a limited unstable area 

                                  n
R�X~   (4) 

and an unstable point  

                                  n
Rx ��X~~ .  (5) 

It is necessary to find a control in the form of 
function of space coordinates 

                                  )(xhu � ,

mn
RRxh �:)( , n

Rx�� , m
Rxh ��U)( .  (6) 

The closed system of the differential equations 
))(( xhx,fx ��  is locally unstable concerning x~  in 

unstable area n
R�X~  and is stable concerning the 

terminal point n
Rx �* .  

For the solution of the task, we use a numerical 
method of symbolic regression which by means of an 
evolutionary algorithm will find the function meeting the 
specified requirements. For numerical assessment of the 
selected function we use the following criterion: 
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For ensuring properties of stability and instability, 
calculate the functional (7) for a given set of initial 
conditions 
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�
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i

i
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where i,0
x  is given initial conditions, Mi ,,1�� . 

3 Complete Binary Variational Analytic 
Programming
To build a code of binary analytic programming we use 
the following basic sets: 

- a set of arguments of mathematical expression 

                        ),,,,,(F 110 NP
xxqq ��� ;  (9) 

- a set of functions with one argument 

               ))(,),(,)((F ,12,11,11 zfzfzzf
R

��� ;  (10) 

- a set of functions with two arguments 

               )),(,),,((F 21,2211,22 zzfzzf
S

�� ;  (11) 

- a set of unit elements for functions with two 
arguments 

                             ),,(E 12 M
ee �� .  (12) 

A set of function with one argument must include the 
identity function 
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Every function with two arguments of the set (11) 
has unit element from the set (12), 221,2 F),( �� zzf

i
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where },,1{ Si �� , },,1{ Mj �� . 
To generate a code of the binary analytic 

programming we combine into one ordered set a set of 
arguments (9) of mathematical expression, a set of unit 
elements (12) 

   ,,,,,,(F 1111 NNPPPP
xfxfqfqf ����� 		 ��

),11 MMNPNP
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We write down mathematical expression in the form 
of composition of nested functions and arguments of 
mathematical expression 

   
KK

ffffffy ������ �� ������ 2121 ))(( ,  (16) 

where 21 FFF ����
i

f , Ki ,,1�� . 
We define the most nesting depth of an element by 

the composition. Let the most depth is equal L . It means 
that we have binary computing tree with level L . It has 

L2  leaves. We write down mathematical expression in 
the form of a complete binary computing tree (see Fig.1) 

 

Fig. 1. A comlete binary computing tree 
 
In the Fig.1 a  is number of an element of set F  (15), 

b  is number of an element of set 2F  (11), u  is number 
of an element of set 1F  (10). Each level includes 
numbers of elements from the set 1F  and the sane 
numbers of elements from the set 2F , and the last level 
includes numbers from the set F . If the tree has 
redundant nodes or edges, then we use number of any 
function with two arguments for nodes/ number the 
identity function for edges and number of unit element 
for this function with two arguments on the last level. 

Code of binary variational analytic programming for 
mathematical expression is an ordered set of numbers of 
elements from first, second and others levels of the tree 

                 �,,,,,,(C 2,21,22,21,211 bbuubu�
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4 Variational Genetic Algorithm
To search for optimal solution, we use a variational 
genetic algorithm. Define a small variation of a code of 
binary analytic programming as an integer vector of two 
components 

                                   T
ww ][ 21�w ,  (18) 

where 1w  is a position in a code, 2w  is a new value of 
element of the code. 
Let 

                                 ),,(C 1 K
cc ��   (19) 

be a code of mathematical expression for level L . Then 

                                 22 2 �� 	L
K ,  (20) 

and we obtain after variation (18) a new code 
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The small variation (18) satisfies the following 
conditions 
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where  ,,1 Li �� . 
A variational genetic algorithm consists of the 

following stages: 
1) Set a code of basic solution 

),,(C 00
10 K

cc �� ��

2) Generate a set of ordered sets of small 
variations 

}W,,{W1 H
��� ��

where 1W  is an ordered set of variations 

),,(W ,1, lii

i
ww �� , Tjijiji

ww ][ ,
2

,
1

, �w , ,H,i �1� , 
,l,j �1� , l  is a set of numbers of variations. 
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We carry out crossover and mutation on the sets of 
variations. Select two parents ),,(W ,1, lii

i
ww ��  and 

),,(W ,1, ljj

j
ww �� , and randomly define a point of 

crossover },,1{ lk ��  and exchange tails of the parents 
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i
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j
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Define randomly a mutation point },,1{ l���  and 
generate new variation in the point �  

Tiii
ww ][ ,

2
,

1
, ��� �w  for one and other new solutions. 

5 Computational example
Consider a mobile robot as a control object 
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where 11 2,1 ��� u . 
It is necessary from some initial conditions  
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to find such a control to rich the terminal condition 
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with minimal time. 
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)~,~( yx  are coordinates of unstable point, � , 	
t , 	
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given positive values, 01.0�� , 4�	
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For calculation, we used the following functions with 

one argument: 
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The set of functions with two arguments were 
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A basic solution was 
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A genetic algorithm had the following parameters: 

number of possible solutions in initial set – 1024, 
number of generations among exchange of the basic 
solution – 256, number of crossovers in one generation – 
256, number of variations for one solution – 8.  

We have obtained the following control 
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Fig. . Movement of robot from 22 intial positions

 
The fig 2 shows results of simulation of robot 

movement from twenty two initial positions. There red 
areas are dynamic phase constraints. 

6 Conclusion 
The paper presents new method of symbolic regression 
binary variational analytic programming. A new method 

codes a mathematical expression in the form of binary 
computing tree. We have solved the problem of 
synthesis of control for mobile robot with disturbing 
phase constraints by the new method. The method has 
obtained control as a nonlinear complex function 
depending on the space state coordinates of object and 
disturbing dynamical phase constraints.  
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